Unions are looming on the horizon for the gay business community for the first time, seriously, in some years, with the appointment of the new Supervisor from District 5......

Harry Britt. One of Britts's first statements was on labor and the need for more money for city workers.

Harry Britt is a known labor union supporter, and many of his associates are union activists.

"The gay community is the last large untapped field of un-united workers in America, and what better place to begin than right here in San Francisco", an associate of Britts remarked.

Staging a rally the day before the announcement formally of Britt as Supervisor, were the Rebel Workers Organization. This caused some raised eyebrows amongst many in the gay community of the Castro and the Haight.

For many of those businesses in the Haight and Castro would be forced to lay off and/or close if they were forced to unionize.

Local 2, which deals with Restaurants, bars, etc., has long sought to unionize gay bars, the man who has pushed hardest for this is back in control, Joe Belardi. He ousted the duly elected president, David McDonald in a coup some months back.

Several of the Local 2 organizers have made a survey of the gay community businesses recently with a view towards establishing "crash" unionizing.

Unions as they are now constituted do not help the workers, the exploit workers. They obviously have not helped improve working conditions in some of the union bars and cafes, just ask people who have been in the unions for years. We did....we spoke with Elmer Wilhelm of the Minutemen Democratic Club who was in the union for 27 years, and he tells us that "Labor unions oppress workers, not help them."

Now, the labor unions have another friend on the Board of Supervisors in Harry Britt, a gay, from District 5.
**Racism is a Fact in Gay Realty Scene...**

By Gay Realty Scene

Passed Wednesday night was the release of the first Gay Realty Scene of its kind. Over 30,000 copies of the Scene were distributed throughout the city. The Scene was designed to bring awareness to the gay community about the discrimination they face in the housing market.

**Demand for Inquiry!!**

**Supervisor Kopp kindly calls for inquiry into various of the city's allegedly charitable foundations...**

By Gay Realty Scene

Supervisor Quentin Kopp has called for an inquiry into various of the city's allegedly charitable foundations. This comes after a report by the Sentinel revealed that several of these foundations were involved in activities that were seen as discriminatory.

**MISSING...**

**John Howard MacKirdy**

End of story.

This 22 year old youth has been missing since December 16th of 1978. The photo above was taken in 1977. He has been visiting in San Francisco and last seen here. He is a gay activist in the Castro area, and was last known to have worked for the AIDS Foundation.

**OF COURSE YOU'LL ENJOY...**

**just because it's special**

Drinks, Dancing, Penny Bar, Piano Bar, etc.

**San Francisco Crusader**

**CARL'S FOLLOW-SPOT**

**THEATRE: Carls' FAVORITE**

**Theatre • Films • Music • Etc.**

**Sorry - but Carl will be back next issue with 2 or 3 pages - his column doesn't arrive on time. Look for his '79 reviews and his best-awards-p'78**

**REVERE BAY RECEIVES AN AWARD FOR HUMANITARIAN SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY.**

By Gay Realty Scene

Reverend Bay has received an award for his work with the elderly in San Francisco. At a ceremony given by a group of San Francisco residents, Bay was honored for his dedication to helping the elderly.

**MISSING...**

**415-359-0437. Mr. Minshaw is a private investigator retained by the youth's family to find out his whereabouts and safety.**

**CANDIDATES LINE UP TO CHALLENGE BRITT IN NOVEMBER.**

By Gay Realty Scene

Several "straight" candidates will be in the race also, such as the man who came to the Rescue. They will run against Supervisor Britt and are growing rapidly.

**MISSING...**

If you have seen John Howard MacKirdy, please contact.......

**Miss Ida Strickland. Fund director, the gay communities have been re-...**

**the long battle by blacks for human rights, political rights and civil rights...**

**One of the reasons for this objection is the fact that many gays are involved in sex change operations...**

**This report, released on January 2nd...**

**of the gay community...**

**Gay Realty Scene...**

**/S F E A ^ Ô F**

**Dracula. Broadway's Tony Award Winner is Now San Francisco's Smash Hit!**

**Dracula.**

By Gay Realty Scene

The production of Dracula is drawing large audiences. It has been running for several weeks and is expected to continue for several more.

**Missing...**

**John Howard MacKirdy**

**MISSING...**

**415-359-0437. Mr. Minshaw is a private investigator retained by the youth's family to find out his whereabouts and safety.**

**CANDIDATES LINE UP TO CHALLENGE BRITT IN NOVEMBER.**

By Gay Realty Scene

Several "straight" candidates will be in the race also, such as the man who came to the Rescue. They will run against Supervisor Britt and are growing rapidly.
Afternoons

Northern California Premiere

STANDPIPE

The

LIVE SHOWS DAILY

San Francisco's Largest All-Male Cinema

David Carter

starring in

"Three Summer Afternoons"

Call

HOME SHOWS DAILY

LIVE SHOWS DAILY

The

Spartan

150 Mason Street

Open 10 A.M. - 2 A.M.

San Francisco's Hottest Cruise Disco!

CALL 421-5257

for

Showtimes

* Live Shows

* Love Acts

Free Coffee

San Francisco Crusader

LOVE ACTS

Molinari's anti-Gay past

Supervisor John Molinari, recently elected President of the Board of Supervisors, has long been accused of discrimination against homosexuals when he was head of the Civil Service Commission. Molinari, an appointee of former Mayor's Shelly and Alioto, made several moves against homosexuals back in the days it was very unpopular to be a homosexual. He once tried to get a person who was a homosexual fired from his job. Molinari always insisted, after he became a Supervisor and has now become mayor, that his actions were not directed against homosexuals, of hatred of homosexsuals but were always based upon laws passed by the City and the Civil Service Commission.

Now, in the days of growing gay liberation, Molinari has more than once made himself "one of the crowd" as a supporter of gay rights. While he first ran for the Board of Supervisors, he did nothing to stop gay protest, as did Mayor Feinstein, who enjoyed a standing ovation from the Board of Supervisors and later from the Board of Education and later for Supervisor.

CONCERT

There will be a musical feature, featuring Leo Stravinsky, to go along with the show. Tickets are on sale at all Bay Area Theatres. Call the Box Office at 391-3500. The concert will be held at the Skyline, 3170 Mission St., on Saturday, June 19, 1979, at 8 p.m.

Candidate - Mayor

Catherine McAleer, of the City of San Francisco, 115th Street and Market Street, is a candidate for Mayor of San Francisco in 1980. She is the first woman to run for the position. Catherine McAleer is a prominent member of the Women's Auxiliary of the San Francisco Police Department. Her full name is "Catherine McAleer, a political victory for women in San Francisco."

She says that she is "undogmatically" and "humanistically," et al. and et al.

CALIFORNIA WARS AGAINST CHURCHES

There will be NO taxpayers dollars going to a "Gay Community Center Inc." for anything resembling it. That is the firm word from the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Such funds do go to such centers would violate the anti-discrimination and Urban Development (HUD) guidelines, for it is also against the law for funds to go to any special interest group which would exclude others from being part of the corporation making application.

Gay Community Center Inc., of which Bob Ross is the chairman of, has only gay people on its board, excluding straights, and more importantly, the overwhelming majority of the people who are in the same area where it would also disqualify it from gaining HUD funds.

The San Francisco Board of Supervisors, which is next to the entrance way to the National Hotel, told 1139 Market Street, of the Kircher Hotel chain, to "get in, selling "lids of grass", "jokes" and "junk" to anyone with the money to buy it with and even "junk" to anyone who had the money to buy it with. There will be NO taxpayers dollars going to a "Gay Community Center Inc." for anything resembling it.

There will be NO taxpayers dollars going to a "Gay Community Center Inc." for anything resembling it.
GUARDS GIVE GAY RAPED....

The Gay Assistance Line received the following letter from an inmate and have a fair white complexion. I am a passive homosexual. I am six foot, half inch high, and weigh 139 pounds with blond hair, blue eyes, manic depression in Sacramento (714 "P" Street, Sacramento, CA 95814).

I write to you S&Mers who are getting "hot" about all this, I pray to God that you would get no joy out of this S&M rape crap!

Whits. They run trains on me to suit their sexual needs. (Editors note: this has all been verified and is too gross beyond description, and for all your S&Mers who are getting "hot" about all this, I pray to God that it were you instead of this child... a bit of in the joke and alot of you would get no joy out of this S&M rape crap!)

Reality is a bad picture in prison for a youngster, I admit I was sent to prison for committing a crime, but I don't believe that I should be used by anyone who has a passing whim to work out their sadistic fantasy. (Editors note: this has all been verified and is too gross beyond description, and for all your S&Mers who are getting "hot" about all this, I pray to God that you would get no joy out of this S&M rape crap!)

I never leave his side in the Quad, he will be paroled in December 28th, and you know as I do, the same thing will start all over again. I am two years old, but a boy from a small town in Paris.

Happy Hour 6-10 a.m. & 4-8 p.m.

The Frisco Saloon

Frisco Pool Tournament each tander Thursday 8:30 PM

Jockey Shorts Dance Contest - Saturday 10:00 PM

Frisco Saloon

60 Sixth Street
The Crusader is a Christian church in the Tenderloin district of San Francisco. It is a religious outreach initiated by gay men and women and has penetrated the prison walls of more than thirty penal facilities in 12 states, before being sent off. Those who do so are our friends, and we are very happy in our work, and have been doing so since facility located in 26 Seventh Street.

**Charity**

**Psalms 71:5**

The psalmist, David, pleaded with the Lord God to take him as he aged older. Today, the old, the elderly, the aged, of our society have been "cast off" by society itself, not by the Lord God. God never intended that we should treat any of His people, who are One people, the way the elderly are being treated today. The sins of our society, which has "cast off" the elderly to try and boost the media, who "use" the elderly to try and boost the media industry, who "use" the CRM-5V special on the aged of the Tenderloin, in which we are located. Now we do not all "use" the elderly, but for the General Manager Russ Coughlin and his reporter Evan Leech of the Tenderloin and downtown area.

Using our hard working friends, funds were kept to keep the luncheons and party a going. This year, the Christmas Dinner for the Older Folks was held at the Orthodox Episcopal Church of God, which is in part shall be done away. Christ Jesus will reward those who help those aged ones, who make it possible. Thank you each and everyone, and remember, that God is watching and blessing all with love in their hearts.
Mr. Gay San Francisco Elected...

Twenty-five year old LUD Caban-nes, was elected Mr. Gay San Francisco for the year 1979, in a contest sponsored by the gay community and has lived in San Francisco for eight years. He is a clothes designer and hairdresser at the current time.

Luis had run for a previous title, that of Mr. Blackstone Cowboy — the title he held in 1978.

The Mr. Gay San Francisco title makes him the official unofficial representative of the gay community for this year, for any and all in the gay community could have either voted for or against the highness.

Luis has worked very hard for the position. His reputation in our Tenderloin area, in that he has raised funds for the homeless, worked at them and did all sorts of social services in this area.

We all congratulate Luis in the other half of the current Miss Cowgirl of California, Ronetta.

---

FRAN'S Dinner

The month of December is one to be loved, from the baking of cookies for all to the warmth of houses and the comfort of the fireplace. Whatever does it will keep us all together. We must not forget the individual right to work for the benefit of all. It will be holding its annual Christmas party for the elderly.

Tickets are on sale at the 222 Club, New Year's Eve, -- $10.00 per person, with the proceeds going to the elderly of our Tenderloin area, in that he has raised funds for the homeless, worked at them and did all sorts of social services in this area.

---

GAY AIRLINE LINES

TRAVEL SALES

The dirty old frenchman brings you the largest selection of erotic items and magazines anywhere in the world. Wholesale and retail.

(Dealer inquiries welcome) LE SALON 1118 Polk Street, open 7 days 8 am to 2 am phone 673-4462. Visit our new San Francisco store - LE SALON NORTH BEACH BOOK AND NOVELTY at 617 Broadway, phone 391-9961.

---

BOWMAN'S MANY CHURCHES & SOLICITATIONS!

The "All Freedom Church", the "Universal Life Church", the "Church of the Holy Family", and the "Central High School" are in the process of solicitation schemes. Richard "Dick" Peck and Bob Humphries, which has led to police and District Attorney investigations. Particularly related to the sale of the California Legalese for the Homeless, which the Peck-Humphries group has alleged that group out of Bowman's most recent operation, the "Church of the Holy Family" is located at 941 Ellis Street, which is the Liberty Bank A-Box. Home address, according to police records, is 245 Lenox Street, which is between Eddy and Turk on Lenox Street, is what is known as "homos heaven".

Bowman's most recent telephone solicitation, which is being investigated by the Office of the District Attorney and the FBI, was for a dance at the California, just a day or so before Christmas, under the guise of raising funds for a senior luncheon. The telephone solicitation is estimated to have raised between $7,000 and $11,000 dollars, but Bowman refuses to show his records.

A rumour has it that Bowman was in his early forties or early fifties, and he is the gay community's first choice for the job.

Bowman himself has not been heard from and is presumed dead.

---

BOWMAN'S RONETTA'S DINNER

The much beloved Ronetta, Miss Cowgirl of California, was elected Mr. Gay San Francisco for the year 1979. He is a clothes designer and hairdresser at the current time.

Ronetta has worked very hard for the position. His reputation in our Tenderloin area, in that he has raised funds for the homeless, worked at them and did all sorts of social services in this area.

---

THE BEST OF TIMES

The best of times is the time of year when we all get together to celebrate Christmas. We were all at the Gay Center, 330 Grove Street, and served Christmas dinner to about 850 gays and the elderly of our Tenderloin area, in that he has raised funds for the homeless, worked at them and did all sorts of social services in this area.

Luis has worked very hard for the position. His reputation in our Tenderloin area, in that he has raised funds for the homeless, worked at them and did all sorts of social services in this area.

Dear Pope.....was sorry to hear that you were ill, but glad you are up and around now!!!

A happy birthday to CRAIG ROODY, Kimo's lover, for we had a wild time at his party which was in Kimo's Palace. A happy birthday to HEINE who turned 29 years old.

---

THE CAY COMMUNITY AWARDS will be at OIL CAN HARRYS on Sunday January 6:30 til 7:30....this is a sit-down dinner and should be lottsa fun.

---

GANG MEMBER ON STANDD BY

Remember, there is a Mr. Gay San Francisco for the year 1979, and he is the gay community's first choice for the job.

---

ROSETTA'S许多 CHURCHES & SOLICITATIONS!

Ronetta's Roundup
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Bowman's most recent telephone solicitation, which is being investigated by the Office of the District Attorney and the FBI, was for a dance at the California, just a day or so before Christmas, under the guise of raising funds for a senior luncheon. The telephone solicitation is estimated to have raised between $7,000 and $11,000 dollars, but Bowman refuses to show his records.

A rumour has it that Bowman was in his early forties or early fifties, and he is the gay community's first choice for the job.

Bowman himself has not been heard from and is presumed dead.
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NOTICE...

With Recent Ballot Propositions 5 and 6 Both Safely Behind Us —
We’re Out of the Closet, up-front GAY —
AND SMOKING!

Yes - We’re SMOKING — Anywhere & Everywhere-
Trying to “Smoke Out” for FREE PHONE NUMBER LISTINGS

• BUSINESSES
• PROFESSIONALS & SERVICES
• INDIVIDUALS

(Also Gay Managed And Gay Supporting Businesses & Firms)

for FREE LISTING (and receive a Directory FREE)

(In our Alphabetical “White Pages” section)

for the upcoming
FIRST EVER PUBLISHED
PRIDE FOUNDATION SPONSORED

GAY AREA TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

AND TO OFFER GAY AREA DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED YELLOW PAGES ADVERTISING

We’ve 100’s of Business, Professional and Service Firms —
Everything from “Accupuncture” to “Zipper Repair” in Classified form—

A COMPLETE GAY AREA DIRECTORY

(Just like ‘Ma By’s, but Gay)

Explanation:
1. White Pages Alphabetical Listing is FREE to anyone!
2. All White Pages Listings Get Directory FREE!
3. Yellow Pages Classified Listings and/or Display
Advertising available at very reasonable Annual Rates!

CALL 663-9893

AND Tell a Gay Friend, Too.

MAIL INFORMATION

Coupon To:
‘GAD’ 32 Grove St.
San Francisco, CA.
94102

NOT ANOTHER BAR & ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE!

• MAIL IN YOUR INFORMATION & AUTHORIZATION NOW!!!
In response to the published statement you made in your "Around Town" column, I would like you to know that this rumor is entirely false, and it would be good of you to look for your retraction in the next issue. Somewhere in this town I and carrying a "septer" made of Christ-crown of PRINCESS ROYAL FANNY among other things. I think you are confusing ME with some other person. Let's leave it there.

P.S. I'm sure you are not as careless with the newspapers as I am. I do hope you are not as careless in your work as I am. I think it would be best if you didn't work any more on this paper. I think you would be better off doing something else.

ERNEST
WAKEFIELD POOLE IN ASSOCIATION WITH LE FILM DU VERT BOIS PRESENTS

LE BEAU MEC.

Starring

KARL FOREST

With

CEDRIC DUMONT  FRANÇOIS CHAZAL  PHILIPPE RENAULT  CARMELO PETRIZ  RENE

written by KARL FOREST  music by GILLES RENAUT & MICHEL DIX  produced by KARL FOREST & WALLACE POTTS  cinematography by JACQUES KAASS

directed by WALLACE POTTS

THE MOLLI Hill CINEMA
729 BATH ST.  TELE: 734-6683